
What are we trying to solve? 

 
Many people would like to improve in sports, but it is 

often hard to know what they need to do to improve. 

There are many tools for professionals in the form of 

personal trainers, training facilities and dedicated equip-

ment. However, there are no cheap tools for amateurs 

and enthusiasts to improve and find out how they are 

doing.  

 

We have set out to create a product that aims solve this 

problem by capturing the user’s throw metrics, display-

ing the information to the user and generating advice 

based on the user’s throw  

How did we solve it? 

 
Our group has embedded gyroscope and accelerometer 

sensors into the football to capture throw metrics and 

data. The information is then sent via Bluetooth to the 

user’s android phone device where our application will 

graph the data and generate advice based off of the 

throw data. For example, if the user is trying to throw a 

long distance throw, the application would measure the 

user’s throw angle and suggest the ideal angle to throw 

at.  

Technical Challenges 

 
 - Throw recognition algorithm 

 - Bluetooth connection 

 - Advice algorithm  

State of the Art? 
 

 - 94Fifty from InfoMotion sports 

    - Basketball with shot sensors 

 - Adidas MiCoach 

    - Soccer ball  

What is next? 

 
The next steps for the Athlete Training Ball is to embed 

GPS sensors inside the football for more accurate dis-

tance tracking, wireless charging with a lithium ion bat-

tery change from Arduino to a dedicated chip to get a 

smaller size, use an actual ball instead of foam, ask for 

advice from professional coaches and athletes and fi-

nally professional athlete data for people to compare 

against  

Flow Chart for our system  

Components and parts diagram 

Prototype in the middle of football  

Sealed up prototype  

Wireless Charging module 

Arduino board  Gyroscope and Accelerometer  

Arduino Uno 

Arduino Uno and Arduino SD Shield 

Android Interface  


